
JUICY GOLD 100
_______________________________________________________________________________
Juicy Gold 100 has a classic land based casino terminal look. We wanted to
create an old school European slot machine with traditional fruit symbols.
With a random multiplier up to 100x in the base game and a progressive
multiplier up to 100x in Free Spins, this game cannot get any simpler. Our
buy bonus feature always adds to the excitement as you can cut to the
chase and enter Free Spins immediately.

BASE GAME

RANDOM BASE GAME MULTIPLIER
- For every spin there is a possibility to award a random multiplier in

the base game.
- Possible multipliers are x2, x5, x20 or x100.
- All the wins are multiplied with the random multiplier.
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JUICY GOLD 100
FREE SPINS

- 3 Bonus symbols award 5 free spins with an x2 multiplier.
- During free spins there are 4 progressive multiplier levels(x2, x5,

x20 and x100).
- Land 3 Bonus symbols at one or collect enough Bonus symbols to

progress to the next multiplier level.
- The free spin counter resets to 5 with every new multiplier level is

achieved.

BUY BONUS FEATURE

- Buy Bonus feature is available only in the Base game.
- Buy Bonus feature is played at 80xTotal Cash Bet.
- Buy Bonus guarantees entry into the Free Spins feature.
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JUICY GOLD 100
MOBILE - PORTRAIT

MOBILE - LANDSCAPE
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JUICY GOLD 100
GAMBLE FEATURE

❖ Any payline win can activate the gamble feature.
❖ Selecting the gamble feature will trigger a mini game, where the

player is given a choice of 2 colour options.
❖ If the showcased card’s colour and the player choice matches, then

the wins are doubled.
❖ If there is a mismatch, the player loses all the amount.
❖ The player can gamble upto four times in succession.
❖ Players can quit the gamble feature at any time by clicking on

COLLECT.
❖ During Auto spins or Free spins gamble feature will not be awarded.

GAME PROFILE

Min Bet: €0.10 Max Bet: €20

Base Game RTP: 48.32%                         Free Spins RTP: 26.30%

Base Game Multiplier RTP: 19.41% Total Game RTP: 94.03%

Buy Bonus RTP: 94.30% Hit Frequency: 22.60%

Volatility: High Languages Supported: 26

Max Win: €212,800

JURISDICTIONS

A demo version of the game is available at:
https://netgaming.com/games-demo-lobby/lobby/
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https://netgaming.com/games-demo-lobby/slots/gameLauncher.html?game_name=juicygold100&lang=en&full_site_code=UKGCDEMO&username=ng15

